
ON TOTALLY PARACOMPACT METRIC SPACES1

A. LELEK

A topological space is said to be totally paracompact [4] if every

open basis contains a locally finite cover. It is known [2] that no re-

flexive infinite-dimensional Banach space is totally paracompact. It

is also known [l], [3] that the space of irrationals with usual topol-

ogy is not totally paracompact. In the present paper we prove a the-

orem which gives a necessary condition in order that a subset of a

complete metric space be totally paracompact. This allows us to

exhibit some pathology (Corollary 2) among the separable metric

spaces which are not totally paracompact.

Let 7 be a collection of sets. We denote by | -y | the union of elements

of y. The collection y is called point-finite if no point belongs to

infinitely many elements of 7. By a Cantor set we mean a set homeo-

morphic with the Cantor ternary set.

Lemma. Let X be a complete metric space and YEX\Z where Z is a

nonempty subset of X such that no point of Z is isolated in Z. There exists

an open basis fi of Y such that if yEfi is point-finite, then X\\y\ con-

tains a Cantor set.

Proof. We take an increasing infinite sequence ^4iC^2C • • • of

nonempty countable compact subsets A„ of Z such that no point of

An is isolated in An+i for n= 1, 2, • • • . Let UniD Un2Z) • • • be open

subsets of X such that

An = Unl D Un2 D ■ • ■ = Cl U„i D Cl Un2 D ■ ■ ■

and let G„(l), • • • , Gnikn) he open subsets of X such that

A„ E G„(l) U • • • \J GniK),    diam G„(t) < n'1

for i=l, • • ■ , kn. Let Vn be an open subset of X such that

An C Vn,     Cl Vn C G„(l) U ■ ■ ■ W G.(*»)

and let fi„ denote the collection of all open subsets of  F\C1F„.

We put

ft.   =  ft.'   U  [ [Gnii)\Cl  Unj] DY\    i =   1,  •   •   •  ,  kn;j  =   1,  2,   ■   ■   •   }

and we define )3 = |8iWftU • • • . Since  FCA\^4„, each point from
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Yr\ClVn belongs to a set Gn(i)\ClU„j whose diameter is less than

w-1. Therefore fi is an open basis of Y.

Consider an arbitrary point-finite collection yEfi- The collection

fin\fin splits into kn increasing infinite sequences. Setting yn=finC\y

we conclude that ^4„CA\Cl|7„| for « = 1, 2, • • • . No point of ^4i

is isolated in A2, and so there exist two points po, pi of A2 belonging to

A\Cl|7i|. We take an open neighborhood W(m) of pm (ra = 0, 1)

such that

W(m) C A\C11 7i | ,    CI W(0) H CI W(l) = 0,

and diam W(m) <1. Let us assume w>l is an integer, and an open

neighborhood W=W(mi, ■ ■ • , mn-i) of a point from An is defined,

where the indices nti, ■ • ■ , mn-i are 0 or 1. Then there exist two

points go, qi of An+i belonging to TF\Cl|7„|. We take an open neigh-

borhood W(mi, ■ ■ • , m„-i, m) of qm (m = 0, 1) such that

CI W(mu ■ ■ ■ , mn-i, m) C W(mh ■ ■ ■ , mn-i)\Cl \ yn \ ,

CI W(mh ■ ■ ■ , m„-i, 0) H CI W(mh ■ ■ ■ , mn-i, 1) = 0,

and diam W(mi, ■ ■ ■ , mn-i, m) <n~1. The intersection

oo

C = D U       CI W(mh ■ ■ ■ ,mn)
n=l    (mi, ■ • • ,mn)

is a Cantor set, and CEX\(\yi\\j\y2\\J ■ ■ ■ )=X\\y\.

Theorem. Let Xbea complete metric space and FCA^. If Y is totally

paracompact and pEX\Y, then either X\Y contains a Cantor set con-

taining p or each subset of X\ Y containing p has an isolated point.

Proof. Suppose there exists a set ZEX\Ysuch that pEZ and no

point of Z is isolated in Z. Applying the lemma to the sets

Xn = [x\ dist (p, x) ^ w1},

Yn   =   Xn r\Y,      Zn   =   Int Xn C\ Z,

we get a Cantor set C„CA„\F„ because F„ is totally paracompact

(« = 1, 2, • • • )• The union {p}VJCi\JC2^J ■ ■ ■ is a Cantor set con-

tained in X\Y.

Corollary 1. Let X be a complete separable metric space and YEX.

1/ Y is uncountable and Y contains no Cantor set, then X\Y is not

totally paracompact.

Each closed subset of a totally paracompact space is totally para-

compact. Thus if X is totally paracompact, no closed subset of X is
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homeomorphic with the irrationals. Answering a question raised by

E. Michael we prove the inverse implication is not true. Namely, as a

result of Bernstein's construction [5, p. 422] which uses the axiom

of choice one can obtain a subset X of the Euclidean (M + l)-space

En+l such that both X and En+l\X have the cardinality of the con-

tinuum and contain no Cantor sets.

Corollary 2. If the axiom of choice is true, then there exists, for

every n = Q, an n-dimensional subset X of the Euclidean in + l)-space

such that X is not totally paracompact and X contains no Cantor set.

Observe that an analogous singularity exists among totally para-

compact spaces. In fact, as a result of Lusin's construction [5, pp.

432-433] using the axiom of choice and the continuum hypothesis

one gets an uncountable subset X of the irrationals such that X is

totally paracompact and X contains no Cantor set.
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